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- a time to sit back, relax and conjure up new schemes
Recently I was asked by an audience
member during the post presentation questions
and answers period what my favorite pastime is.
I answered: “I love to sit and think. And then
sometimes I just love to sit.”
Another question I am frequently asked is
how I remember all the facts and words. So I
have been thinking about that and rather than
just sit on my realizations I am offering a series
of four fun-filled workshops sharing the secrets I
have discovered on how I keep mind and
thoughts focused, creative and positive - keeping
things sharp.
I choose the word SHARP quite deliberately:
Sharp, with reference to a person, is typically a
reduction of sharp witted, meaning having a
quick and discerning intellect. This is probably an
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analogy to a knife — a mind able to "cut through"
to the heart of a matter. I also considered that if
you saw someone who looks sharp or is a sharp
dresser that means the person is handsomely
and fashionably dressed - - so I am including the
exploration by each participant on the theme of
“how do I see myself and how do others see
me?”
KEEPING IT SHARP are interactive,
fun-filled learning workshops that can be
booked as a progressive series or as a
single event. For fees and more details
please contact Melissa Mabe at
813.918-2290. My business is expanding
and I am soliciting her managerial skills to
keep everything sharp!

www.soloproduction.com

nancolton@me.com
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Capitol Theatre, Melbourne, Australia, 1924.

My newest script:!

MARION MAHONY GRIFFIN

!

(February 14, 1871 – August 10, 1961)

Unless you're an architecture buff, chances
are good you've never heard of her - one of
the first licensed female architects in
America.

!

Mahony worked for Frank Lloyd Wright on
and off for 14 years (1895-1909). She was
an outspoken, dramatic woman and the only
female draftsman in Wright's studio. Her
presentation drawings were based on the
style of Japanese prints with the buildings
appearing surrounded by an abundant
landscape, recalling Mahony's own interest in
the natural world. She produced some of the
best architectural drawing in America to this
day.

!

In 1911 she married another former Wright
employee, Walter Burley Griffin. News of the
marriage between the two architects was
greeted with a surprised reaction from
friends, family and co-workers. No one could
believe the fiery Marion and the mildPage 2! of 2!
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mannered Walter were suited to be husband
and wife. In 1912, their collaboration won the
Canberra Commission for the design of the
federal capital of Australia. Their partnership
and work in India and Australia reflected
Prairie School ideals of indigenous
landscape and materials.

!

Premier performance: COFFEE TALKS
July 11, 10am at the Museum of Fine Arts
Details: mfastpete.org/event/coffee-talk-withnan-colton-designing-architecture/

!

Discussion: IN-DEPTH PROFILES
OLLI program on Eckerd College campus
Sept. 25th,10:30am
Details: 727.864-7600

!

• Breaking News: I am now referring all
call for bookings to Melissa Mabe of
Melrose Enterprises at 813.918-2290
Melissa.Mabe@Melrose4u.com

!

Please link to my Facebook page for my upcoming
one woman shows open to the public:
www.facebook.com/nancolton1/

